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The original text that set the standard for introduction to art courses across the country, Art

Fundamentals has guided generations of students through the essential elements of art as well as

the rich and varied history of their uses. This eleventh edition has been carefully revised to expand

and clarify concepts throughout the text, while adding new material on developing ideas, critical

thinking, and time and motion.
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The condition was spectacular! The pictures inside were bright and beautiful. The binding was

strong. The quality was What I was expecting.I needed to buy this book for my design class and it

suits the bill.

I can't believe how much I spent on an ebook, but it really has a lot of great information. I have read

a lot of books on art, but none of them went into the depth that this book does.

I rented this book for a class I enjoyed the subjects discussed and the way they were related back

to artworks (past and current). The elements of artwork are described well and related back to both

2D and 3D works. Its a great learning tool.

Coming from an art student, art fundamentals is a good resource to have for people just beginning.

It covers a lot of the basics that you need to know before taking up an art major.



I read this along with "The Annotated Mona Lisa" and learned more than I did in four (okay, five)

years of college. Well worth the investment (book isn't cheap, but it's high quality and one that you'll

refer back to).

If you are interested in Digital Art or Digital Photography, this is an awesome book. It is a college

level course from Penn State University and you can take this course on line for credit. I rented this

book and have to return it, but when I return this book, I will have gained much knowledge to add to

my video making skills. Great Read. Though my focus is on digital photography, this book also

focuses on the history of the modern art from different well known artists, and helps with how

composition has developed over a number of years. You have enough time during this rental, to

read the entire book--which I did--and then take the course for credit and still return the book on

time. What a deal? Thank you !!!! As of this writing, the book in on its way back early. I am moving

on to the second phase of the course material.

Fast delivery and as described.

Art Fundamentals: Theory and Practice was an excellent book for my class. I switched classes and

no longer need the book. Will be returning it soon.
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